1. Design
Create your own image in Microsoft® Word, PowerPoint® or go to Avery.com to use our pre-designed templates. You can also use the Avery® Design & Print Online option on our site.

2. Print
• DO NOT FLIP THE IMAGE
• Designs for Dark Transfers are printed normally.

3. Trim
Trim the excess transfer material around the image.

4. Surface Preparation
• Use a hard, heat-resistant surface.
• DO NOT USE ironing board.
• Set a cotton pillow case on hard surface and lay garment on top.
• Set iron for NO STEAM. Iron should NOT HAVE WATER.
• Set iron to HIGH or COTTON SETTING.
• Iron the pillowcase and garment to REMOVE WRINKLES.

5. Preparing the Transfer
• NOTE that there are two parts to the transfer: the transfer sheet and the paper backing. Peel off and remove the paper backing from the transfer, starting from the corner.
• See back for more details on how to remove the paper backing.

6. Iron Transfer onto Garment
• Place transfer with printed image facing up onto garment.
• Cover the transfer with the tissue paper provided.
• Iron transfer in sections using FIRM PRESSURE.
• Evenly iron transfer to make sure all areas are covered.

7. Cool Down
Remove garment from heating area and allow transfer to cool for about 2-3 minutes.

8. Peel
• Peel away ironing tissue in a smooth, even motion.
• See back for more details.

9. Wash before wearing
To avoid ink bleeding or ink smearing, please wash the garment prior to use.

Product Guarantee: Avery Dennison is committed to providing you with quality products and will gladly replace any product which does not provide complete satisfaction. Results are guaranteed when printing, application and washing instructions for fabric transfers are followed. For extended usage, use heat press rather than household iron. Product Guarantee is void if all instructions are not followed.

We also welcome your comments and suggestions. Please send your correspondence with product code to: Avery Dennison Office Products, Consumer Service Center, P.O. Box 129, Brea, CA 92822-0129.
Avery® Dark Fabric Transfer Tips

**Items needed:**

- 100% Cotton or Poly/Cotton Blend, Dark Colored Fabric. (For Best Results, Pre-wash the Fabric)
- Tissue paper (provided)
- Household iron (no steam)
- Ink jet printer
- Waist-high smooth surface
- Large cotton pillowcase

**For Best Results:**

- When designing, use images with shapes that can be easily trimmed.
- When designing, note that the background will be white unless you change it to a desired color.
- Test print your design on plain paper to make sure image and text are not flipped when printed.
- When printing, feed only one transfer sheet at a time.
- When trimming, as an option, try to keep corners rounded to avoid lifting during ironing or washing.
- When preparing the transfer, if you have trouble peeling off the paper backing, try tearing the edge just slightly to help start the peeling process:
  1. First, grip the edge of the transfer (backing with Avery logo should be away from you) and very gently bend the sheet as shown. The transfer may stretch a little but should not tear if only gentle force is applied.
  2. Remove the paper backing starting at the tear.
- When preparing to iron your transfer, wait for iron to reach the set (cotton) temperature.
- When ironing:
  - Begin at one end of the transfer and iron in sections using up/down motions.
    - **Use firm pressure**
    - Be sure to overlap with previous section to ensure that no spots are missed.
    - Be sure to iron the corners.
- When peeling the tissue paper, if it begins to tear the transfer, start in a different area and try again.
- If it looks like the image is pulling off the garment, iron that section again for another 20 seconds, allow to cool, and start peeling again.

**Care and Maintenance:**

- To maintain durability, wash garment inside out and in cold cycle.
- Do not use chlorine bleach, and do not soak garment as colors may bleed.
- Do not directly iron on transferred image after it has been applied to garment.
- Tumble dry low with garment inside out.
- Remove promptly from the dryer.

---

**Caution**

DO NOT use ironing board, glass, granite, concrete, heat sensitive or heat-retaining surfaces.

Transfers should be ironed on in a well-ventilated room.

---

FOR USE IN INK JET PRINTER ONLY. BE SURE TO READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS ON THE REVERSE.

Avery Dennison Support
1-800-462-8379
or visit: www.avery.com
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